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B E R K E L E Y , C A L I F O R N I A
Radiation Labo rate r y University of Califca rnia Berkeley, California March 28, 1958 Obse rvatiac of antiprotons in a propane o r hydrogen bubble chamber of?'ers the possibility of studying several phenomena for which counter o r fptrotoraphie emu9sisn techniques are les a suitable.
Because there i s a high ratio of pions, muons, and electrons to ant in the available mornenturn -analyzed beams, these beams cannot be used bubble chamber without an initial purification,, which ixncreasea the ratio of antiprotons to other pattic%ss. Such a purification has been achieved by utilizing the difference i n rater, of momentum toes in absorbers be tween antiprotons and other p a~t i c b s , The principle s f the method i s to pass a msmentum -analyze beam through an absorber. Since particles of unequal mass do not have the same specific ionization they lose different amounts of rnsrnentum, and a further magnetic deflection suffices to aepazate the lpastic'bes pkysicaFLly aces to mass, In this experiment a desisqble momentum f o r antiprotone entering bubble chamber waa 684 ~e v / c ; however, at this momentum the ratio sf undesira le particles to antiprotons at the target where2 they a produced is about 4 6 x 10 . By atarting with 990-~ear/c particles a t the target using the method sf differential absorption, we decreased the raid, of uladesirabb partic (87% p-t 10% 9', 3% toe-] to antiprotons entering e bubble chamber at 684 ~e v / e to 1.5 x 104. A s y s t e m cf countera indicated whgn an antiproton entered the bubble chamber, and although the chamber was expanded oa every B e v a t r o~ pulse, the lights were flashed and the chamber photographed only when an antiproton sntizred, The chamber is 30 inches along the beam direction, 20 inches transverse to the beam, and 6.5 inches deep. Bt was filled with liquid propane of densityl 0.42 $/cm3, .Antiprotons entering the chamber with a rnornenturn caf 684 M e y c had a n ava rage range of 2 H inches in propane; however, approximately 40% of the antiprotons never c a m e to r e s t but annihilated i n flight.
We have observed 478 antiprotons entering the chamber. Cane such event is shown in Fig, 1 . The complete analysis qf these events is i n progress; however, a gre iminary report on the F-p elastic scatterin is now available, A total of 33 F-p elas tie collisions have keen obeerved over a path length of 179 meters.
The scattering eveate occur between 30 and 21 5 Mev, with an
. Other results, such as tho c a~b s n annihilation and scatterin cross sections and details of the annihilation process, must await completion of the analysis,
